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In Our 92nd Year

Mr. Alexander
Dies Friday

lvedere 6
Very good
ut. Motor in
. Good
Phone 753Al6C

Mr. Novice Alexander, Route 2,
Murray, age 69, died Friday,
August 13 after an extended
illness.
Funeral services are scheduled
for Sunday at 2 p.m. with the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Alexander is survived by
his wife, Eva Towery Alexander
of the home address, one son,
Teddy G. Alexander of Route 2,
Murray, three sisters, Cleo
Mohler, Route 2, Farmington,
Mrs. Bran Neale, Murray and
Mrs. Willie Short, Route 2,
Murray.
He is also survived by two
brothers, Comus Alexander of
Hardin and Carlos Alexander of
Kirksey; five grandchildren, and
one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be held at the
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
Chapel with Brother Robert
Robertson officiating.
Burial will be in the /Cirksey
Cemetery.
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Readjustment Still
Troubles Spacemen
Doctors Concerned About
Amount Of Work In Space

Colt League
Tournament
continues

"unmistakably green" material.
By EDWARD K. DELONG
Irwin thought he saw green
UPI Space Writer
Stones on the moon, but later
Houston
CENTER,
SPACE
concluded it was an optical
astronauts
(UPI)—Apollo 15's
illusion.
suffered unexpected medical
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,
much
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question about how
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said
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man can do safely in space,
clumps of green soil had been
Coach Bill Furgersoa, left, Mrs. Jean Lewis, and Bobby Grogan distribute tickets for the Murray
finals in the Colt League North
their doctor said Friday.
found in one sample bag. There
State football barbecue, Wednesday, Aug. 18. Tickets for the barbecue, sponsored by the Young
Division tournament last night.
Puzzled by the medical
was no immediate guess as to
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in
chief
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results of the mission,
what
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chairman
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the opening round of the tourastronaut physician Charles A.
although it appeared to have
Furgeson's secretary. The Barbecue will be at Cutchhi Stadium.
nament Thursday night with
Berry said he would like to see
come from a layer of similar
Joliet winning 15-0.
the final Apollo flight late next
Wendell Ford
Stuff on the moon.
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6-5.
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Democratic Rally
Planned On Monday

At Least 25 Persons Die In
Riots In Northern Ireland

Government
Confiscates
Eggs Friday

Ladies Day Golf

Winners Named

Mrs, Jack Shell Named DE Sunday Sermon
Is Given
Teachers' President-Elect Topic

Youth Groups Will
Meet This Sunday

The Weather

Construction Takes Big Jump

Emberton Is
Visitor Here

imission Impossible'

To Be Sermon Topic
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Am I unreasonable to ask my husband to
please refrain from intentionally striking up long conversations with waitresses? I don't mean brief remarks on the
weather or the food, he actually encourages waitresses
(especially young and pretty ones) to stand and visit with us
while we are eating. This spoils the whole meal for me. It
makes me feel as tho I am a "dum (him" and my husband
needs someone to talk to with me sitting right there.
Don't advise me to tell him bow I feel. I have, and it
hasn't done any good. He says be is just being "friendly."
He is a very good looking man, and I have noticed some of
the waitresses take his friendliness to be encouragement
of a sort.
What makes him do this? He says it is harmless. Please
reply. I intend to show him your answer.
HURT

Prentice Scott,age 49,died suddenly today from a heart attack.
Danny Kemp and Mary Beth Bartell were crowned as Calloway
County Farm &Irmo king and queen at the annual picnic. Talent
winners were Hamp Wiggins Brooks and Eddie Lae Grogan.
Beth Blankenship, EU Reed Potts, Mary Beth Bazzell, Julia
Boyd, Kathieen Madrey. Pasneia Paschall Neddie Mathis, Jerry
Lassiter, Kenneth Bury, asid Nelson Murdock won honors at the
4-H Camp held at Dawson Springs.
A vacant house burned last night at 12th and Chestnut Streets.

Rev. Wendell H. Hone, pastor of the Memorial Baptist Church,
announced his resignation. He will become pastor of the First
Baptist Church at Middlesboro. Rev. Bane has been pastor here
for almost four years.
Jimmy Shelton showed the Grand Champion at the 4-H FFA
Junior Dairy Show held at Hazel.
J. R. Story has been promoted to Corporal while serving with
the Army in Korea.
Marriages reported are Miss Bonnie Henson to Vester A. Orr,
Jr., on August 10, Miss Wanda Grogan to Marvin Lynn Swarm on
July 21, and Miss Patricia Bynum to Rev. Robert Farless on
August 12.

Bill Ed Hendon, Harold Grogan, Ardest Erwin, and Calvin West
of the Hazel FFA chapter received their state farmer degree at
the state meeting in Louisville. Carmon Parks is chapter advisor.
The six county high schools, Almo, Lynn Grove, Faxon, New
Concord, Hazel, and Kirskey, will open August 18, according to
T. C. Arnett, superintendent.
Lee Warren Fox, son of Sheriff and Mrs. Ira Fox, and Carmen
Yarbrough, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Yarbrough, caught a 95
pound blue channel catfish in the Tennessee River at Rainey T.
Wells camp
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Curd are parents of a son. Charles Tipton,
born August 7.
Dr. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Dr. and Mrs. T. P. Palmer, Dr.,and
Mrs. J. T. Parker, and Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells, all of Murray,
attended the Jackson Purchase Optometrical Group meeting held
at Kentucky Dam.

Now learn a parable of the fig tree; When his branch
is yet tender,
and putteth forth leaves, ye know that summer
is nigh.—Matthew
24:32.
Open your eyes to the beauty around you and read
there also a
parable of God's creative activity in your world

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
If you should ask your lumber dealer why the
basic 2" x 4" that was really 1N x 3%", is now
trimmed down at a higher price to 11
/
2
" x 3/
1
2", he
could tell you it is because we are using up the trees
of our forest faster than we can sell them to Japan.
which is to say that we are way out on a limb that is
rapidly being sawed off, shipload by shipload.
"Free trade is not a principle:
it is an expedient."
—Benjamin Disraeli

ON U 5 TOUR — Talvtan.s (lay cling ping pong team
smiles in San Fi anciscii as they set (till
inembel, ale
ott a foil,' of the it S.. In 5% ind

Now You Know
By United Press International
In ancient Rome special laws
were put into effect to preserve
crops from injury by incantantations from persons allegedly
possessing "the evil eye."

DEAR HURT: A gentleman does not engage a waitress
In friendly conversation any more than a lady would de the
same with a waiter. Your hushaats artistes are nal
"harmless" if they kart yea, and yea may quote sae.
DEAR ABBY: What is the difference between a wife and
a mistress?
K. C.

TECHNICOLORR

DEAR K. C.: Night and day.

Big Tree
Program
30YearsAgoThisWeek Continues
LIDO=•TIMIS MI

KILLER SENTENCED
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—A
teen-ager who admitted killing
his grandparents with a claw
hammer because of nagging
about his forging a check
against their account was
sentenced Thursday to five
years to life in prison.
Michael Anthony Murdock,
19. was convicted last April of
two counts of second degree
murder in the death of Percy
and Janet Wise. The slayings
occurred last Nov. 28 at the
couple's Baldwin Hills home.
Murdock told Judge Kathleen
Parker he killed the couple
because he could no longer bear
his grandmother's nagging
about paying back $400 in
checks he forged.

Sunday
School
Lesson

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The Big
Tree program, launched by the
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
state Division of Forestry last
July is a continuing, fluctuating
ALCOHOL AND THE FAMILY
project, according to division
Jeremiah 35:1-10, 18-19
director Ron Schureman.
The program's aim is to find
God's Word reveals numerous injurious effects of the traffic in
the largest tree of each species in
Kentucky. To date 50 species are and the consumption of alcoholic beverages. The first institution
listed as state champions, eight on which it takes a terrific toll is the home. We have never known
of
which
have
been the use of liquor to contribute anything worthwhile to the peace,
acknowledged as national happiness or success of the members of a family. In all
champions by the American probability it causes more misconduct, heartache, impoverishment, unhappiness, accidents, and grief than any other
Forestry Assn.
"The list is continuously one thing The use of alcohol is a major problem in America
changing as new trees are added, today, and it is growing worse each year.
Manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of alcoholic beverages
elbowing out those previously
cited," said Townley Bergman, spend enormous sums of money annually on attractive and apwho heads the Big Tree program. pealing advertisements and clever slogans to get gullible people
The eight national champions to purchase and consume their injurious products. In every way
conceivable they seek to leave the impression that consuming
to Kentucky's credit are:
—Sassafras--17 feet in cir- intoxicants is the most natural, pleasant, and popular thing that
cumference,
located
on one can do. We have never observed an advertisement portraying
Freclerika Street in Owensboro; a a drunkard "sleeping it off", or embarrassing his friends and
acquaintances at a social function.
national champion since 1954.
The liquor interests are always exceedingly careful to avoid the
— American sycamore-33 feet
in circumference, located on portrayal of innocent children who have been deprived of food,
Grassy Lick Creek in Mon- clothing, and the other necessities of life because the ihcome of
the breadwinner in the home has been spent for liquor. Under no
tgomery County.
—Scarlet oak-16 feet 4 inches, circumstances would those who obtain the financial profits from
located on Ficklin Road in the sale of intoxicants picture the scarred and broken bodies of
Montgomery County. This tree the splendid citizens who have been the innocent victims in car
recently replaced the reigning accidents which have been caused by those who were driving
champ which died on the campus while intoxicated.
Because alcohol is such a terrible crippler and destroyer,
of Swarthmore College, in
common sense,self-interest, wisdom,and concern for the welfare
Pennsylvania.
—Swamp white oak-20 feet 5 of others certainly demand that people abstain from its use.
Indies, found on the farm of Unless one does so he cannot please and honor Christ. Instead of
Clifton Landrum in . -Tom- selling a license to the dispensers of intoxicants, thereby encouraging them to debauch and make inebriates out of so many
pkinsville.
—Mountain maple-7 feet 8 people,and then collecting taxes from the citizens for the support
Inches, in Muhlenberg County. and care of the alcoholics, who are the direct products of the
—Slippery elm-21 feet 2 in- nefarious liquor business, how much better it would be to educate
ches, in Anderson County
our citizenry as to the true effects of consuming intoxicants, and
—Blue ask-14 feet 4 inches, to do everything possible, that is sensible and right, to discourage
located at the west end of Dan- people from drinking to their detriment and to the injury of
others!
ville.
Through the centuries many faithful parents have comPawpaw-3 feet, located in
Henderson County. The usual municated to their children good reasons for abstaining from the
breadth of this tree is only use of alcoholic beverages. Jonadab, the ancester of the
Rechabites, abstained from the consumption of intoxicants, and
Several inches.
Kentucky's climate, mineral- challenged his descendants to follow his noble example. For more
rich soil and natural irrigation than two hundred years they were faithful in their obediance to
combine to facilitate the;growth the insistence of the ancestor that they abstain from the
drinking of wine or strong drink. Their strict obedience to the
of trees.
In America's central hardwood injunction on Jondab, their deceased earthly father, to refrain
belt, Kentucky forests cover 11½ from the use of intoxicants, which was in striking contrast to the
of their day, certainly accentuated the flagrant
million acres—about 45 per cent trend
disobedience of the Israelites to their heavenly Father.
of the total land area.
Forested
areas
occur
Quite likely some branded the Rechabites as fanatics, but they
throughout the state but are refused to lower their standard,
and to do themselves an
concentrated in the eastern third irreparable injury, and to
weaken or destroy their good influence
and southcentral portions of the over others in the succeeding generations by imbibing.
commonwealth
In order to put the,Rechabites to‘ the test, and thereby teach
The Division of Forestn, administers four state forests others an important' and invaluable lesson, Jeremiah brought
them into a room in the Temple in Jerusalem and tested their
covering 49,000 acres
In addition, the division commitment and character by offering them wine t° drink* Their
distributes some 10 million tree strong personal cony o tions, their avowed purpose to remain true
seedlings from their Kentucky to the instructions of Jonadab, and their previous refusals to yield
Dam Nursery in Gilbertsville and to the temptation to drink made it much easier for them to refuse
Morgan County Nursery at to imbibe. Even though changing conditions and current trends
might have prompted them to drink the wine, they showed their
Woodsbend.
The division works with private determination to remain true and loyal in their adherence to the
landowners in management wise instruction which their ancestor had given his descendants
planning and timber stand im- two centuries before,and to remain loyal to what observation and
provement through modern experience had convined them was the right and best manner of
Life.
forest-management
practices.
It is true that they were in a splendid environment, and in a
Persons interested in obtaining
more information on-the Big Tree situation where it might have appeared to be the Pont° and the
program or services to lan- profitable thing to do, but they did not have any hesitation in
downers provided by the Division declining. It is not surprising that Jeremiah commended them for
of Forestry may write Ron their fidelity to the teaching of.Jonadab and to what.they firmly
Schureman, Director, Division of believed was right. Commendation is due to all who have the good
Forestry, Frankfort, Ky., 40601. judgmeril .to refuse to drink intoxicating beverP4ea•

DEAR ABBY: My wife was always jealous of the women
I worked with, accusing me of thinking they were better
than she was. She said she knew she wasn't as pretty or
well-dressed as they were. Abby, I wondered what she
expected of me. I was a good husband and came directly
home every night. I never mentioned any woman I worked
with, but that didn't help either. We got to fighting over little
things continually.
Abby, I love my wife so I went to someone for help. He
told me a Istuthand can either make a woman feel pretty and
loved or ugly and unloved. He asked me how many little gifts
I brought her other than the expected ones like birthdays and
Christmases. I said, "None, but I didn't have much extra
money." He said, "You could get the extra money if you
wanted some fishing equipment, couldn't you?" I had to
agree I could.
He then asked me when I last paid her a compliment. I
said I couldn't remember. He said, "Do it more often. Think
of something. Praise her cooking or the way she looks." He
said little extra gifts and compliments were to a woman
what a raise in salary was to a man.
The man I talked to was not a minister or a marriage
counselor. He was my father who had been married to my
mother for 53 happy years. I took his advice and my wife and
I are a lot happier now.
A Bka-rEft HUSBAND

WALT DISNEY

THFATRI

Winters in

DEAR HUSBAND: Wise 'ilea. year father. But it takes
whether wise man is recognise good advice and pat it to use.
Hooray ter both of yea.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
year (-best. Write to ABBY. Box MN, Los Angeles, Cal.
991111a. For a persoaal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

coupon/ wane liasand Artist

Hate to write letters? Send St to Abby, Box WM, Las
Angebes. CaL SOIlS, or Abby's booklet. "How be Write Letters Ise Al Oceasises."
The Almanac
By United Press International

IRATE ADMIRAL

Today is Saturday, Aug. 14, CHATHAM, England (UPI I
the 226th day of 1971.
—Service station owner Alan
The moon is between its last Mason Thursday agreed to
luarter and new phase.
remove a red-and-white flag
The morning stars are Venus from a boat sitting outside his
and Saturn.
office after a nearby naval
The evening stars are Mercu- dockyard policeman told him it
ry, Mars and Jupiter.
signified a vice-admiral was in
Those born on this date are residence in the 10-foot craft.
under the sign of Leo.
American naturalist Ernest "I took the dinghy in part
Thompson Seton was born Aug. exchange for a car and the flag
came with it," he said. "I
14, 1860.
didn't know it had anything to
On this day in history:
In 1900 some 2,000 Marines do with the navy until the
helped capture Peking, China, policeman came along and said
the dockyard's rear-admiral
to end the Boxer Rebellion.
In 1935 the Social Security was complaining."
,Act was , assed by Congress.
In 1945 at 7 p.m. Eastern War
Time, President Harry S.
Truman announced Japan had
accepted terms for an unconditional surrender ending World
War II.
In 1958 a New York-nound
Dutch airliner crashed into the
Atlantic, killing all 99 persons
Double Feature
aboard.

"FEMALE
EMANCIPATION"
TAKES YOU
BEHIND THE
SCENES
RATED X

rirff)URRAY
Open 7:30-Start Dusk

his Tulle
1. Angels Hard As They
Come
2. Bury Me An Angel
3. Angel Unchained

A thought for today: American poet Alice Cary said, "Kiss
me, though you make believe.
Kiss me, though I almost know
you are kissing to deceive."
JAIL ESCAPEES FREED
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI)
—Two inmates of Folso
Prison who walked away fro
a prison dairy farm w
acquitted of escape charg
after contending they were in
danger because of their Black
Muslim beliefs.

i LOVE MY WIFE! I DO! I DO!

Adult Double Feature•
a
•
libt 7:45 a

LAKE FOREST, Ill. I UPI
The St. Louis Cardinals of the
a
*
a
National Football League an- •
nounced Tuesday that running * PLUS
3:459:30:
back Roy Shivers, who underHOTHOURS x:
went surgery to repair damaged cartilage, is expected to
Color Adults Only *
start workouts again in' about •
***meeeeeee**
three Weeks.

ELLIOTT GOULD
"1 LOVE MY
WIMP
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ursday to five
In prison.
,thony Murdock,
cted last April of
of second degree
death of Percy
'ise. The slayings
Nov. 71 at the
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Id Judge Kathleen
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d no longer bear
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Cumberland—Croppie good in
upper and midsections at 10 feet,
fair in remainder of lake, trout
fair below darn, extreme upper
Lake,
Lynn
on
of
recently
Walleye
string
Dave Harbour, formerly of Murray, landed a nice
sections murky, remainder clear
Manitoba,Canada.Harbour lathe General Manager of the Laurie River Lodge on Lynn Lake.
and falling but at timberline,
temperature 82.
By JACK WOL1STON
Rough River Lake—Fair white
unloaded skis, jackets and
YORK (UPI) — The
NEW
towels, then snapped up the bass by trolling in south fork,fair
entrance to the Merrimack
headwaters
extreme
was
It
bluegill,
canope.
protective
boat's
River off Newburyport, Mass.
about 6:30, and time to head murky, remainder clear and
is encumbered by a treacherstable at 80.
home for supper.
ous and shifting natural sand
Joey gazed across the bay at Nolin—Black bass fair on
bar. In the past, many boatthe mansions, smiled, and took crawfish, scattered catches of Colonel William F. Brandes, men, particularly transients una last look at the 'Green Pea' croppie, trout good, with some District Engineer of the Nash- familiar with local conditions,
have cost a million dollars."
By GREGORY GORDON
she said, "we limits, below dam, clear and ville District, Corps of Engineers, have been killed attempting
WAYZATA, Minn. (UPI)— Joey said Lake Minnetonka is "you know,"
a boat on the stable at 78.
there's
think
don't
Twin
the
in
area
the
wealthiest
U.S. Army, said this week that to cross the bar.
Frost,
Stan
Sunday mornings
Buckhorn—Good catches or
it."
touch
can
that
lake
Johnny Horizon, the mythical
his wife Joey (Joann) and their Cities, with many corporate
In 1969, a typical year,
croppie and white bass by still figure whose purpose is to rid
three daughters go to church. owners and officers residing!
seven boatmen drowned on
minnows at night
with
fishing
America of litter, has prevailed the bar.
Sunday afternoons, in summer, along the shore. "It's one of the
fair catches of trout below dam, upon the fishermen to give him a
they spend on the lake—Lake
murky,
Concerned by the inadeone-third
—
in the state
lakes
hand.
Minnetonka, "one of the pret- "hest
Frost
is polluted,"
even if it
remainder clear and stable at 81. As a part of the campaign to quacy of conventional aids to
tiest lakes in Minnesota, even if said. He pointed toward beer
Green River Lake—Black bass clean up the lake areas, the naviga0on that simply warned
it is polluted."
artificial worms early and Bumpus Mills Marina at Lake oLdie- presence of the bar,
on
cans
ainng
"
rackY
and
a
Frost, 43, and Joey have been channel and added, "that's one
croppie on minnows at 12 Barkley is sponsoring a Johnny Mayor,Byron J. Matthews of
late,
married 16 years and they of my pet peeves. When the
Newburyport sought an innoand falling at 80.
clear
feet,
Horizon Amateur Bass Fishing vative warning that would inmanage a cozy, 12-unit motel fishermen come, they leave
bass fair to
Herrington—White
August
Saturday,
Tournament on
near the lake, largest in the that behind."
terpret present conditions on
good on plunker and fly in jumps,
21, from 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. the bar in terms that would be
Twin Cities area. They've been
No Name Yet
fair to good along deep
bluegill
Each contestant will be understood by novice boatmen
doing that for eight years. The Joey said the boat had no A well-atocked marine dealer
banks, clear and falling at 80.
requested to bring in a bag of and visitors.
first eight years Frost pursued name, but she and the girls will have a variety of anchors in
Dale Hollow—Catfish fair
litter to present with his catches
a radio-television career, mos- were exploring possibilities. his salesroom that would outfit a
With the cooperation of loespecially on trotlines, fair of the day.
tly as disc jockey. He likes his "Tammie thinks we should call navy
boats. Scnnetimesa
cal, state and federal agencies,
black bass by casting and
,
rn,..,,
,
mall
of
a
contest,
the
enter
better.
to
life
present
In order
it 'Green Pea," Kris, said.
boater feels lost when"
!" tm
forshis
roll.ing, heads of tributaries complete and signed form must a highway-type warning sign
The Sunday afternoon the Lynn and Tammie 'noted the decide on the right one
was erected at the Coast Guard
remainder clear and
urey
be received at Bumpus Mills station near the river's mouth.
Frost shared with a reporter water had become warmer and dis
boaptlafryum the many he sews on falling at timberline at 80.
Marina by August 19.
was a windy, chilly day. The asked if they could water ski.
When seas on the bar exceed
Dewey—Fair croppie and
A point will be designated from two feet in height, the sign!s
water was choppy and the Their father said okay and It really isn't that difficult. A hitiegui on minnows and worms
start
which the fishermen will
spraying water was cold when piloted that boat to a quiet little common sense will lead you
lights flash to signal "rough
and stable at 78.
and fishing will begin with an bar."
Frost turned up the throttle on spot. Lynn quickly wrapped to the right one. most well-known clear
on
bluegill
Fishtrap—Fair
his 120-horsepower outboard herself in a lifejacket, grabbed anchor manufacturers have how- worms and crickets at 10 feet, official signal. The fishermen
must start and end the tourmotor and headed his 17-footer one of the two pairs of skis to-choose-and-use
phi
In 1970, the first year of
murky,
one-third
•Dam• eta' 3° upper
day at Bumpus Mills the sign's operation, no drownnament
out into the waves.
acquired with gift stamps, and ask the dealer for some. When
remainder clear and stable at 78.
Marina. Scoring will be based on ings were recorded.
Daughters Lynn, 13, and Kris, dived in. "Why don't you go you've read a few of them you'll
Grayson— Croppie good on
9, perched in the bow. Tammie, double?" Joey yelled, as she have a very much clearer idea of minnows at 10 feet, scattered pounds caught and in case of a
Now the Coast Guard has
tie, there will be a sudden-death
11, huddled in a windbreaker unraveled a tow rope.
what you ought to get.
black bass by casting and still
the 100-watt bulbs in
upgraded
Suddenly
be
will
''But
seat.
Trophies
said.
behind a back
fish off.
"Okay," Lynn
to
sign to J
bear in. fishing eels, trout good below
An important Point
for 1st, kid and 3rd the original highway
presented
there was a cry from the girls hurry, I'm freezing."
mind always, say
40,000• candlepower flashers. ;
the boating darn clear and . table at 80.
places. Fourth and 5th place The lights can be seen for
up front. They'd spotted an Tanunie was soon in the authorities at Mercury out'
overturned sailboat.
winners will be awarded prizes miles, even in low visibility.
water, too. Frost waited for the boards, is that a boat's length
Tyical Accident
go-ahead from the girls, and alone is not the sole factor to windage is likely to need more which are to be donated by interested dealers and manufac"That's typical," Stan said. the boat became alive again. consider when choosing anchors. anchor holding power.
Although not an "official"
"Happens all the time. Proba- Both girls stood up with ease as Just to illustrate the point, ob- Boat weight enters the picture turers.
Aid to navigation, the unusual
Application forms may be Warning sign is attracting nably just a couple of kids."
the boat gained speed. Lynn viously an eighteen foot canoe is too. You might have a sixteenHe veered toward the sail- soon dropped a ski, slalomed not going to need as large an foot aluminum fishing boat with received from the Bumpus Mills tional attention for its COncept
boat. An elderly woman and a for a spell, then went over. anchor as would an eighteen foot medium-size outboard motor and Marina, Route 1, Box 46A, of offering the boatman an inbaby were on the belly of the Frost circled back and stopped twin-motored runabout with a one fuel tank, and carry two Bumpus Mills, Tennessee 37028. terpretive warning based on
Colonel Brandes said that in the immediate conditions.
boat, a middle-aged man was in and Tammie climbed aboard broad cathedral hull.
persons. Your friend might have
the water.
shivering. Mom took her place. A boat's bow bobs up and down a sixteen-foot boat of similar.. Cumberland River Basin the
Establishment of this unique
Good at Skiing
as waves pass under it while at shape but made of heavier Johnny Horizon Program is warning light was recognized
Lynn helped hoist the baby
and her grandmother aboard, Joey skied like a veteran and anchor. Obviously, the two material, mounting two big sponsored by the Nashville recently by the New England
Association
Trade
and Stan raced the boat to was soon slaloming across the above-mentioned craft are going motors, plus batteries and fuel District, Corps of Engineers, in Marine
shore. Another boat stopped to wake—chasing Lynn aside. The to be a lot different in this tanks, plus four or five friends out cooperation with the Department which, in presenting its 1971
help the man flip his sailboat two played cat and mouse for respect. The long, sharp bow of for a joy ride. You can stay put of Interior. He encourages all safe boating awards, cited the
another 10 minutes, finally the canoe won't lift as quickly or with a smaller or lighter anchor people who love their land and joint effort for first honorable
rightside.
want to keep it clean to par- mention.
"Our favorite pasttime is letting go of the rope shivering as forcefully as will the broad than he can.
double bow of the runabout.
*4*
Bottom conditions also affect ticipate in this worthwhile enrkling around and looking at all while paddling to the boat.
the mansions and cabin cruis- Frost and Kris didn't ski. "Windage" is important. In holding power. Heavy, muck, deavor in two wars: by not litThe Ida Lewis Yacht Club
ers," Joey said, pointing to "Kris is still trying to learn, nautical lingo this means the clay of hard gravel, will give an tering themselves; and by joining of Newport, RI., has set rating
what appeared to be a hotel in and she isn't too enthusiastic," amount of area a boat presents to anchor more to bite into than will groups under the auspices of the limits for boats entering its
a forest. "'That's a new house the father said. "Me? Well, I the wind. A houseboat has a lot soft silt or sand. Some places, Johnny Horizon Program and One Ton and Half Ton Invitamore windage than a raft, for such as lakes, have no current. help collect the litter that is tional series, scheduled to start
being built by the owner of gold sidled once."
family
the
again,
Docked
A boat with a lot of!Rivers and tidal hays often have already there.
example.
Fent. 22
bond stamps—it's supposed to

Boating

Bass Contest
Will Be Held
On Saturday

Family Spends Sunday On
Lake For Entertainment

Choice Of
Good Anchor
Important

WARD - ELKINS

LFANDI>Ild

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.

Call Any Time

753-1933
Visor Prescription Carefully & Aoeurstoly 1111011

Located W. Railroad Avenue

['I DO' I DO'

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

Conservation
is Your

TAYLOR
MOTORS
tan•rortAa

Responsibility

'WEST KENTUCKY'S
TI ANSPORTATION CENTER"
!BONE 751-irrt

tre-e-P /7"C1CAN.1

1109 Pogue Avenue
Phone 7.r..1 4652

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

CHRlfSLER

This land is YOUR LAND

Bulk Distributor

All Makes of Guns

ounionwoo DEALER

E HONEST'
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(UPI)—
FRANKFORT
Improved catches of black bass,
croppie and bluegill are being
reported at Kentucky's lakes, the
state department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources said today.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Barren Lake—Near limits of
black bass on surface lures over
weed beds, bluegill fair to good on
crickets, clear and falling at 81.
Barkley—Black bass fair to
good with hall-limits in main lake
by casting early and 1st% fair
croppie in old creek dia&iels,
fair croppie and catfish below
82,. murky to clear and stable
at
Kentucky Lake—Croppie good
below darn, fair in main lake,
bass
itefalling
anh.i
catches
scatteredw
and black
at.

"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"
IL

rfilizer

fr ro,
ol,

Statewide
Fishing
Report

LOOKS LIKE A GOOD
SQUIRREL SEASON COMING UP
FRANKFORT, Ky.—If the squirrel hunter so
desired he could spend almost one-third of a year in
Kentucky woods legally
hunting the bushytails.
Actually 116 days have been decreed as legal
squirrel hunting time, more than for any other
species of protected wildlife in the commonwealth.
This year the seasons opens Aug. 21, continues
through the remainder of that month, through all of
September and October, after which there is a lull
until Nov. 18 when the second phase opens. That last
part will continue through the remainder of
November and closes Dec. 31.
The long season may be one reason that squirrel
hunting is the No. 1 harvester of wildlife,
numerically , in Kentucky. And there must be a
pretty good supply of squirrels or the 1,389,000
yearly average over a five-year period would not be
available.
!Biologists of the Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources believe 1971 will produce another
moderate crop of both the grey and fox squirrel
(sometimes erroneously called the red squirrel).
They base their prediction on observations in the
woods by field men, and on the fact that last fall a
fair supply of mast (squirrel food) was available on
trees and bushes. That always reflects on the
squirrel crop the following season.
The mast crop is one of the most reliable indices of
the upcoming population. If there is a good supply of
food produced in a given summer (enough to last
through the following winter) then a hearty, robust
squirrel bredding stock is available.
If the food is not available, much of the broodstock
will not make it through the winter and those that do
will not produce the good, strong type of young, and
the population will suffer.
But biologists say the mast crop was about
average last winter and therefore the papa and
mama Squirrels made it through the cold months
fairly well. This has resulted in an average crop of
young, and points to a good shooting year for the
Kentucky squirrel hunter.
Squirrel hunting is a statewide endeavor. There's
hardley a county that does not offer targets for these
hunters. The grey squirrel is universal in scope and
from the banks of the Mississippi to the Big Sandy,
Kentucky nimrods will be plinking at this most
elusive animal. In the central Bluegrass section,
with its stately trees dotting pastureland and wide
fields, the fox squirrel will be the target. The latter
may be the sharper of the two species, when it
comes to outwitting the hunter, probably due to the
fact that it has better view of his adversary as he
approaches.
One note to the squirrel hunter: Often the best
hunting is later in the season. In the early days a
hunter may become discouraged because he does
not see the number of squirrels he expects, but this
does not mean they're not present. In all probability,
they'll show up about that time in the fall when they
start storing nuts and other food for the winter use.
So if the first few trips are flops, don't give up. The
squirrels are there and you'll find them at a later
date.
Squirrels ay be hunted with shotguns that hold
no more than three shells in the barrel and magazine
combined, gi with breech-loading rifles less than
.240 caliber. Shotguns loaded with slugs or buckshot
are prohibited as are all breech-leading rifles of .240
caliber or above.
These restrictions are placed on the weapons, not
so much to protect.the squirrels as to prevent
huntersfrom illegally cracking down on a deer in the
squirrel hunting season. Squirrels may,however, be
taken with all types of muzzle-loading weapons. The
limit is six per day or 12 in possession after two or
more days of hunting.
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LIBERTY
Super Market

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
— GUNS and AMMUNITION —

Murray'. Largest a-nd Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

Murray, Kentucky

io" Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

eor Sporting ,..00rts
Murray, Ky

Phone '753-2571
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Women Now Buying Fashions Of Clothes
For Themselves; Not What Someone Said

topped with white wedding bells
and white hearts added further
elegance to the table. Garlands of
Ivy surrounded the punch bowl.
Sunday, August 15
trig and hungry, so I feed them
Nuts and mints were served from
By RUTH YOUNGBLOOD
The marriage vows of Miss The attendants carried pink silver appointments.
first and then me. Then it's
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood
HONOLULU
(UPI)
—
The
Carla Elkins and Gary Darnell aaskets filled with pink and white Serving at the reception were Crouch will
celebrate their 50th purrs and meows of 65 hungry time to get to work. I clean all
were said in a summer ceremony :arnations and white baby's Mesdames Ralph Harris, Wayne wedding
anniversary with a cats greet Rosie Galen each the cages, give each cat fresh
at the Russell's Chapel United areath. Miss Lori Ann Morgan Darnell, James Vance, Thomas reception at
water and dry cat food."
the Murray morning.
Methodist Church. Rev. A. M served as flower girl. Her dress Lovett, and Blondie McClure.
Mrs. Galen, a divorcee with a
Woman's Chi!)House from 2:30 to
There are felines in the living
Thomas officiated at the double was fashioned identical to the The new bridal couple left after five p.m. All
daughter and six grandchildren,
friends
and room where Mrs. Galen sleeps,
ring ceremony.
supports herself and her cats
sridannaids and carried a basket the reception for a short unan- relatives are invited to attend.
in the lit overhead and in an by doing
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
housework.
Wedding
wore
nounced
and
petals
trip with the
a
pink rose
annex in the backyard.
and Mrs. Carlos Elkins of Route seadpiece of tiny pink rose buds. bride wearing a deep purple knit
Tuesday, August 17
"When I get home at night I
Mrs. Galen, known to neigh6, Murray. The groom is the son Steve Grogan served the groom dress from her trousseau with
The Baptist Young Women of
clean out the cages again and
"the cat lady," hopes to
if Mrs. Velva Darnell of G & H as best man. Groomsmen and white accessories.
the Sinking Spring Baptist bors as
feed them canned food," she
the
kitten population
help ease
Mobile Homes and James Lee ushers were, C. W. Nance, The bride will be a senior at Church will have a
said.
potluck explosion by shame her
Darnell of Route 3, Murray.
Sammy Barnett, Bobby Atkins, Calloway County High School this supper at the home of Mrs. Larry While the overpopulation
She spends some time petting
probThe church
altar
was Tommy Elkins, brother of the fall. The groom is a 1970 graduate Bogard at seven p.m.
each cat and allows the animal
mistreated
cat that needs
ed or
lecorated with vases filled with bride, Ken Darnell, and Jan of Murray High and attended
to run around the apartment
8 home.
white gladsolas, pink carnassons, Vance, brother and cousin of the Murray State University. At
for exercise while she's cleanthe The WSCS of the Good
Iwhile the overpopulation proband greenery. Tapers burned in groom respectively. The men present both Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd United
ing the cage.
Methodist lem exists among dogs
as well She uses
seven branched caadlehras on were attired in dark suits, pink Darnell are employed by Mr. Church will meet at
19 cans of cat food
two p.m. at
as cats, the Hawaiian Humane
usitt side of the akar. The family shirts, and white ties with pir' Darnell's uncle, Mr. Wayne the church.
and two boxes of dry food
Society reports that the puppy
aews were designated by pink carnation boutriairs.
daily. "I guess it costs me whist
Darnell owner of Darnell's
surplus is a small fraction of
satin bows.
The ring bearer, Master Ji..
Marine Service. The couple are Circle I of the First United
a bottle of whisky would, but I
the large number of kittens
Miss Regina Lovett presided at Vance, was dressed in a dark
now residing at their trailer home Methodist Church WSCS will
don't drink," she said.
no one seems to want. The
:he register table overlaid with a and carried the rings on a wh.,
meet at the home of Mrs. Ruth that
on Murray, Route 6.
society receives up to 140
white lace cloth and centered satin pillow.
Weston at two p.m.
kittens a day for placement,
with an arrangement of pink Mrs. Elkins, mother of the
Rehearsal Dinner
but only about 10 of them ever
-oses.
bride chose for her daughters
Mrs. Velva Darnell entertained The WSCS of the Russells
get a home. The rest are put to
As the guests assembled, a wedding a hot pink dress with
with a rehearsal dinner in the Chapel United Methodist Church
selection of prenuptial music was long full sleeves fitted at the wrist
sleep.
dining room of the Southside will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Certain annuals, such as
resented by Miss Leah Vance, and a jeweled neckline, with
Mrs. Galen admits it takes an double
Restaurant in honor of her son
hollyhocks,
after
unusually devoted feline fancier they
-musin of the groom. Selections matching accessories. Her
have been in your garGary and his fiance. The bridal Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
adopt
ncluded; Love Theme from corsage was of pink rose buds.
her
to
method but said: den for a few
couple presented gifts to their of the Rainbow for Girls will hold
years, may
"Saving cats gives me a lot have
Romeo and Juliet, Whether Thou The groom's mother Mrs.
seedlings
attendants. Covers were laid for
growing
its regular meeting at seven p.m. of satisfaction."
3oest, Because, and Laura's Darnell, wore an aqua blue knit
around
them.
members of the bridal party.
Mrs.
Galen
said
she
Theme.
.at
Masonic
the
Hall.
has been
Don't be too disappointdress which featured a high
Lighting the candles preceding neckline and low pleated skirt.
saving cats since she was a ed if those you allow to
grow have single flowers
the ceremony were Ken Darnell, Her accessories were in matThe Baptist Women of the
Remember
tnat
some
brother of the groom and Tommy ching hue and she wore a corsage
The cats are kept in separate when they bloom.
First Baptist Church will meet at
pesticides lose their effecThat's the way it is with
Elkins, brother of the bride.
cages and not permitted to
the church at nuie a.m.
of pink rose buds.
tiveness in a year's time, so
seedlings. They don't, necThe processional was the Mrs. Melissa
breed.
Hooks, maternal must be discarded at the
resemble
traditional wedding march.
their
Mrs. Galen said she gets up essarily,
grandmother of the groom, chose end of each season.
Bride's Dress
before dawn each day and "all parents.
Thursday, August 19
One such is rotentone,
to wear a pale blue knit dress
The bride, given in marriage Her accessories were
A barbecue for the Baptist while the five youngest are
•* *
of black widely used to control inby her father was lovely in her patent.
Women and their families of the giving me the eagle eye. 'They
sects on vegetables since it
When a painting job is done,
formal floor length gown of white Mrs. W. 0. Darnell
Sinking Spring Baptist Church want breakfast.
paint a line on the outside of
paternal is not poisonous to humans.
summer crepe and English Rose grandmother of the groom, wore It should be bought anew
will be held at the City Park at
•'Well, I can't eat my own the can to indicate how much
Lace. The lace covered bodice of a pink knit dress with
each year.
seven p.m
breakfast while they're watch- paint is left.
black
the gown was fashioned with an patent accessories
also. Both
empire waist accented with re grandmothers wore
carnations in
embroidered roses, with a scoop matching hue of their
dresses.
neckline and full lantern sleeves. Rice bags were distributed
by
She carried a cascade of pink Misses Cindy and
Jennifer
rose buds accented with strands Darnell, cousins of
the groom and
of white pearls and white baby's Miss Angela
McClure.
breath.
Reception
Mrs. Steve Grogan was the Immediately
following the
matron
of
honor.
The Mresnony, the parents of the
bridesmaids were Mrs. C. W. bride entertained
with a
Nance, Misses Susan 1Pigg, and reception
in the fellowship hall oi
Jackie Dunlap.
Jae church.
They wore formal gowns of The brides
table was overlaid
pink and white with empire with a white
satin cloth draped
bodices and fashioned with low with pink
net, tied at the corner:
rounded necklines and wore with
pink and white rose buds.
white soft-straw hats accented The
three tiered wedding cake
with •
satin ribbons.

Miss Carla Elkins Becomes Bride Of
Gary Darnell In Lovely Summer Ceremony

That's life
in the garden

Mrs. J. B. Burksen . .

Chow, 713-1511 goe 713-4907

Check supplies
Have you checked ypu;
fertilizer, insecticide and
fungicide packages lately to
make certain they are still
holding together and that
their contents are safe?
While you do this, take inventory of your supplies so
you will know what to order for the coming garden
season.
*5*

RIZKY BUSINESS — "Miss
Universe" Georgina Rizk of
Lebanon checks her weight
on a luggage scale before
leaving Kennedy Airport,
New York City, for her
first visit to Lebanon since
she was crowned. She
weighs a pretty 120 pounds.

Plays kippie
' HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Ann Noland will play a hippie
in "Dirty Harry" which star.
Clint Eastwood at Warner Bro,
•• *
New comedx series
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
The new Bobby Sherman comedy series scheduled for next
season will be titled "Getting
Together."

SCOTT DRUG

Still fresh?

1205 Chest,aut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

ON SALE MONDAY, AUGUST 16th
UNBELIEVABLE BACK TO SCHOOL
FABRIC BUYS!

SENSATIONAL PURCHASE! REG. $2.99 DACRON• & COTTON, KODEL• FILLED

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Phone
753-5787

PRINTED QUILTS
Unbelievable low, low price on First Quality Printed Quilts. It's the Fashion Rage of
the New Fall Season Don't miss this sensational Buy,come early for best selection!
+ Dacron & Cotton Prints quilted with 100 per cent Kodel Filler
+ New Patch Work Quilts,Peasant Print Quilts, Tie Dye Quilts, etc.
+ 45" wide, Full bolts, every yard First Quality, Machine Washable
+ Ideal for Sportswear, Skirts, Bedspreeds etc.
+ Save $2.00 on every yard you buy! Hurry for best selection

• Polyester
8:00-5:00
Mon. thru
Sat.

Surnmer
CLEARANCE
F. $ale

TIE-DYE

ROSES
Standard $ 1.00 —Patents

MUMS

13 Varieties
Ready to Bloom!

DENIMS

1.50
95c
25'
50'
75'
95'

Petunias"
box of 9
Elephant Ears Giant
Caladiums
cans
All Plants in
for Fall mulching
Baled Straw
& Grass Seeding
All
Pottery
Cut 30%
o
Only $2.95
Holly Japanese Now,rice

The Fashion Rage of the New Season! Reg. '6.99

60" VELOUR KNITS

'2

ONLY 1 - 8-ft. 4-Tier
Best offer over '50.00,
by Friday at Noon
takes it!

FOUNTAIN

Free Estimates On Landscape Design

Heavy Dull Denim in the new Tie Dye Prints, the
ideal fabrics for Back to School Jeans, Sportswear, dresses etc., Nationally advertised at
$2.50 a yard. 45" wide, First quality, never need
ironing!

65 per cent Dacron, 35 per cent Cotton Prints in
all the newest Fall Patterns and colors. 45" wide,
first quality. Choose from over 5,000 yards.
Guaranteed Savings of up to $1.33 on every yard
you buy!

It's the Fashion Fabric of the NeW
Season • • •
Washable,60 per cent Velour pita
in matching
stripes and solids in a large
assortritent of colors.
Hurry, for this sensational buy!

488 Ratige
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Ahoy there, Murray area Mateys!
Sail over and help us celebrate our

A IS' DRINK, AN ORDER OF
HUSH PUPPIES, AND OUR
TANGY COLE SLAW

Grand
Opening

with this coupon when you purchase a
full order of Fish & Chips,
Chicken Peg Legs, or our Treasure Chest

We're so glad
to be in Murray
we're having a
Special this
week!

A 15' DRINK, AN ORDER OF
HUSH PUPPIES, AND OUR
TANGY COLE SLAW
with this coupon when you purchase a
full order of Fish & Chips,

* FREE Pirate Hats,
Chocolate Coins
and Puppets for
the Kiddies!

Chicken Peg Legs, or our Treasure Chest
GOOD THRU 8/19/71

i
Long John Silver
•
FISH CHIPS

MURRAY

Congratulations And Good Luck Long John Silver's
We Are Proud To Have Constructed This Fine Addition To The Business Community.
Coles & Phillips Building Contractors-General Contractor
Futrell Electric
Claude Vaughn Plumbing & Heating
Murray Lumber Company

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Hubert Coles Painting
Freed Cotham Sheet Metal Co.
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Air Curtain
Helps Cut
Pollution
By ELDON BARRETT
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI) —
It's called an "air curtain
destructor" but it's not a
television nightmare movie.
It's a gadget used by the
Washington state Highways
Department to burn stumps,
brush and other combustible
debris from the rights-of-way of
highway projects without smoking up the countryside.
Public opinion as well as
stiffer laws makes it almost
impossime tar me tugtiway
builders to burn materials
cleared from highways projects
to the manner this used to be
done, namely king-sized bonfires besides the right-of-way.
So, department employes began
looking around for an alternative.
Someone learned that a
device being used in St. Louis
County, Mo., by the county
Health Department's Division
on Air Pollution Control might
be just the ticket.
State Highways Director
George H. Andrews obtained a
permit from the Puget Stamd
Air Pollution Control Agency in
Seattle to experiment with the
St. Louis system on an
interchange project near Auburn just south of Seattle. The
proposal was one of the items
specified when the interchange
project was put up for bid and
a Seattle contracting firm got
the job and had to build the air
curtain
destructor
from
scratch.
The clearing began in April,
1971, and before king the
destructor was fired up for the
first time.
Burnable waste was dumped
Into a pit 30 feet long and 8 feet
wide and 12 feet deep. The
destructors main function is to
blow a curtain of air across the

opening of the pit. This is done
through a series of flat nozzles
which are arrayed along the 30foot length of the hole and
pointed slightly downward. This
air curtain prevents the fly ash
and other particles from rising
past ground level. At the same
time the ash is recirculatedback into the depths of the fire
and, consequently, is more
By WILLIAM P OPPEL
completely consumed.
DALLAS (UPI)—The Rolling
"It may cost more than the Stones, England's -popular and
old method," explained en- controversial rock and roll
gineer Wes Bogart, "but we're band, this fall will make their
not sending a cloud of smoke first tour of the United States
into the air, nearby residents since the disaster at Altamont
are not having ash settle on during which four persons died
their property and I'd like to and the Woodstock nation
think we are contributing to a collapsed.
clearer view of Mt. Rainiei."
Although the tour has not
been officially announced as
Invites Protestants
TORONTO (UPI) - Protes- yet, it has been learned it will
tants should be welcome in concentrate mostly in the South
Catholic schools and Catholics and will be a budget-tour which
should help "in every way they Stones leader Mick Jagger
can" to strengthen the teaching wanted to do the last time the
of religion in the public school band toured here. It also will
system, says the Most Rev. feature closed circuit telecasts. stry.11
Philip Pocock, Roman Catholic
The tour is expected to begin
Archbishop of Toronto.
in early October, giving Jagger
Speaking at a meeting of the plenty of time to crisscross the
Metropolitan Toronto Separate United States and be back
School Board, Father Pocock home in England in time for
said a change was coming in the birth of his first child.
society and within two years
The route of the tour is not
all parents would be asking for known exactly at this time, but
a return to religion in public rrom various reports, UPI
has
schools.
pieced together some informs
"Why not let anyone become part of the Catholic tion about the try).
The last time the Stones
(school) system, inasmuch as
toured the United States they
we are able?" he asked.

Stones To
Make Tour
This Fall

Commissioner
Miller
on
Kentucky
Agriculture
by I. Robert illob) Miller

ELLIS PARR RACES
- DAY SUMMER MEETING
July - September 6, Inc.
I RACES DAILY
NO RACING ON SUNDAY
On U. S. Highway Na. 41
at Twin Bridges
Between Evainvifie,
& Henderson, Ky.
p.m.,
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

POST TIME: 2

NO CHARGE FOR PARKING
Air-Conditioned Club House
JAMES C ELLIS PARK
Oyer a144 B
DADE PARK JOCK EY CLUB,
I N C.

FOCAL POINT—One of the refugees from war-torn Pakistan who have become the focal point In a bitter controversy between Pakistan and India, an old woman
',goats silently next to her bundle of worldly possessions
at a camp in Paraganis.

ONE HOUR SERVICE

SPECIAL

DRY CLEANING

GOOD MONDAY, TUESDAY 8, WEDNESDAY ONLY

OFFER

Aug. 16th, 17th & 18th

TROUSERS, SWEATERS & PLAIN SKIRTS

One moue

1

71INT111111116
'RI MOST ill DRY Cif

As II.)

East Side of Square

We have shirt laundry Services here!

ONE-HOUR
Martinizin

ONEH9UR SERVIC
W.

•

ii3

2/s 1 00 or 3/$ 1"
FREE! Mothproofing —Milcew proofing

SATURDAY—AUGUST 14, 1971

played in Dallas and practically
nowhere else in the South. This
time the Stones for sure will
play in three cities in Texas
alone—Dallas, Houston and San
Antonio.
The Stones will not bring any
equipment with them. They are
expected
borrow
to
instruments, amplifiers and other
sound equipment in each town
in which they play. Nor will
there be any guest acts—just
the Stones. Jagger believes this
should hold down the costs of
producing the tour. He plans to
pass the savings on in the form
of lower ticket prices—perhaps
as low as $1 to $3 each.
Two other things about
Jagger. He doesn't allow armed
police in the same hall where
he is performing and the Stones
won't play to a segregated
audience. It was the first
prohibition that resulted in the
hiring of motorcycle gangs as
security guards at Altamont in
California. Four persons died
there. One of the four was
stabbed by a motorcycle gang
member when the victim
produced a pistol and began to
rush the stage where the Stones
HE'D RATHER SWITCH THAN FIGHT — AND DOES —
were performing.
Mayor John V. Lindsay, mayor of New York City, anA low-cost tour by the Stones
wers newsmen's questions at a City Hall conference
in October would bring the
after announcing he is switching from the Republican
group financial benefits beyond
to the Democratic Party. He has been a frequent critic
just the ticket sales.
of the Nixon administration.
They would probably make at
least one commercial television
Answer to Yesterday's
appearance. They also plan to
do at least one and perhaps as
3 Anger
ACROSS
MOW 0(0000 ROM
4 Sea
many as three concerts which
MOM =MUM U00
1
dly
nymphs
OMUMOM UMOOMO
will be telecast via closed
5 Repulse
OMPOO
6 Smooth
circuit to theaters throughout
BOOM EIOD MOOO
7 Weight of
the country. This would be a
inside
de
India
MOO MOMOOODUM
8 Three-cornered
first although the idea has been
010 000 000 OM
puuation
nci
hat
13
2 Anger
MMOOVOOMO MOP
tossed around before.
9 Portion
MOW MOO MOM
mark
11 Browned
The tour would also boost the
WOD IMMO
15 Healthy
bread
Stones' record sales which is 16 Paradise
12 Scorch
MOMO3O 0501WOO
14 Chahges
now better than at any time in 18 low
OMB OOMMO MOO
color of
island
WOO UOMOU 000
the group's history. Their 19 Exist
17 Period of
14
tirne
current album "Sticky Fingers" 20 eof
watch
20 Title of
26 Thoroughfares 33 Wash
could be their best seller of all. 21 Attitude
lightly
respect
27 Chill
21 Ache
Sublect of
iniury
It has been outsold this year 22 Note of
23 Unit of
discourse
scale
28
Listened to
only by "Jesus Christ Super- 23 Tresoect
Italian currency 29
itlf of
36 Wise
Swiss
person
(PI-)
star" and Carole King's "Tape
river
24 Old pronoun
24 Fruit cakes

NEW ORLEANS, HERE WE COME—A counselor and LO boys from Camp E-HOWKWE near Tampa, Fla., launch their raft at Beaver, Pa., for a voyage down the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to New Orleans, La. Constructed by the boys, the 30x
40-foot raft is made of pine logs and oil drums.
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Opening of the Kentucky State
Fair on August 19for a 10-day run
offers Kentuckians one of the
most interesting events of the
year.
While we in the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture look
more to the agricultural
departments of the fair, the State
Fair is more than an agricultural
exhibit. Arts and crafts of all
types will be exhibited, with
hundreds of other displays either
of an educational or commercial
nature.
All in all, the State Fair is
something to attend. I suppose
about the only problem is the fact
that it is so hard to see everything
during the time most visitors
have to spend at the fair.
As in the past years, the State
Department of Agriculture will
be active in a number of
departments. These include
livestock, paltry, tobacco, ham
show, and a departmental booth
In the East Wing. The annual
Kentucky Country Main Breakfast will be held on Wednesday,
August 25, in the Exposition
Center. Admission is by ticket,
which are being handled by the
Kentucky Farm Bureau.
Then, of course, there is the
pipe smoking contest, starting on
Saturday, August 21, at 1 p.m
The finals will be held on
Saturday, August
28. At this
line, the daily winners will
:compete.
The mule and jack show will be
7seld on the afternoon of the 26,
starting at 2 p.m. Following the
stock judging,the annual harness
competition will be held. This is
the time that the handling and
training skill of the drivers pay
off, and for those who like to see
man and animal work to per.
fection, this event is hard to beat
Naturally, the beef, dairy and
swine shows
deserve much
comment. Some of the nation's
best animals are entered at the
State Fair and compete with the
best from Kentucky herds. The
dairy animals are shown the first
week, with beef coming in the
second week.
The various events or depart
merits which I have mentioned
are some of those which hold I,
personal interest for me. Then(
are many more interesting and
educational events and activityto see at the State Fair. Tig,
there is the entertainment tha
can come from a day at th,
Kentucky State Fair with Oa
family.

34

25 Dinner
25 Obscures
ColirSe
Part of
26
-27 At that
•.,••••
•
•
place
29 Solar disk
30 Steamship
• (abbr )
32 Bacteriologist's
wire
33 Utiusual
34 Definite
artiste
35
title
36 Father
47 Footwear

Distaff progress
MORGA,Calif.(UPI) - The
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
eight women have been
first
Rev. Jerome Lemke doesn't
from St. Mary's Colgraduated
drag out a sermon if he can
I08-year-old liberal arts
help it.
school run by the Christian
Brothers.
The college admitted woWhen his part of the Sunday
time last fall
services at Sacred Heart Roman men for the first
transferred for
Catholic Church in Aurora, Ill. and the eight
Diplomas also
is finished, he climbs into a their senior year.
men.
208
awarded
to
were
souped-up car, variously nickDEER INCREASE
named 'Padre's Goat" and
The number of deer in the 13
"The Friendly Persuader," and
goes drag racing, says the Nat- southern states has increased
ional Enquirer. The car has from approximately 303,000 to
been clocked at 12.8 seconds more than 2,400,000 since the
mid-1940s, according the the
for the quarter-mile
U. S. Forest Service.

PA!NT
SALE

CRYLIC LATE
HOUSE PAINT

30 Footwear (pl.)
31 Appear
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41 Ocean
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SAVE
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Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
Remainder
5 Twirl
Look
fixedly
190 OuTLooutm
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Drag-racist priest
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ON
EVERY GALLON

0•0

MFG.SUGGESTED

PRICE

$8.49

98

SALES
RICE

GALLON

(100% ACRYLIC EXTERIOR)

•1-Coat Covers any color
• Whitest Outside Paint you can buy
• Formulated to "Breathe"
•Dries in minutes
'Cleanup with soap&water

saw
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Woody
plant
45 Identical

38
40
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MURRAY SUPPLY CO.

DOWN
1 Shoulder
covering
2 Wan

208 E. Main St

t

Phone 753-3361
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ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
mington, Kentucky.

110-Volt & 12-Volt Combination Lights
r 36" Height
14" Insulation On Top and On All 4 Walls
A
,
p--14414" Roof Vent
r 2" Construction
PRICE $25500

acturers
Brandon Manuf
Murray on Hwy. 641
2 Miles South of
Phone 753-3600

WE ARE ready now to deliver or
take your order for six vein
stoker or four by seven lump
coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice &
Coal Service,408 South 4th
Street.
Sept.11C
SHAPEMAKERS!!! THE only
easy way to lose weight and inches fast. Make an appointment
for Free figure analysis. Phone
A25NC
753-2962.
H & R USED FURNITURE is
open five days a week 10:00 till
6:00,on Hwy. 121, Concord Road.
Lots of nice used furniture and
lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676,
A14C
home phone 753-4716.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS, TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
one and two bedrooms. Washers den, living
room, bath. Range
and dryers available. Zim- and refrigerator included. All 10 percent OFF ALL mermerman Apartments, South 16th new carpet. Large lot with out- chandise through September 1,
Street. Phone 753-6609.
Al6C side storage. Call Gene Landolt Willie's Antique and Gift Shop,
Southeast of Murray off
at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00 10 miles Junction. Open 7 days.
121 on 614
TWO BEDROOM dupktt with p.m.
TFC
A19P
Phone 436-2128.
Central heat and air, fully carrifted with outlets for washer and 'SMALL FARM; good location;
dryer. Available September 1st. business or future investment. I WILL not be responsible for any
9125.00 per month. Phone 753- One mile East Murray, ap- debts other than my own.
9741.
Al6C proximately 10 acres pasture. Michael N. Butler, Route 2, Box
A17P
Rog wire fencing, stables, water. 117, Murray,Ky.
7
modern.
house,
room
Cozy
older
TO
SPACES
park your trailers at
Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice, For appointment call 436TFC
'tenet, paved street. Telephones, 2173.
N You Miss
Gas, Electricity, and Cable APPROXIMATELY 7-eightNision. Available at $22.50 per tenths acres,about 3 miles SouthYour Paper...
Month. Water furnished dr gar- west of Lynn Grove and excellent
bage picked up. Married couples, location for basement. On good
If ybu have not received
only. Call 753-4539.
A23C road, mail route and school bus
your Ledger & Times by
route. Contact Earl Spann, Route
6 P.M.
NICE TWO bedroom furnished 2, Pochahontas,Illinois
we urge you to contact the
A26C
apartment, near University. 62275.
city circulation manager,
A18C
!hone 753-7550.
Ted Delaney, at 753-9269
BY OWNER; 190 acre fenced
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom farm. Good gravel road,
apartment,shady back yard, lots southeast of New Concord. 183'
of storage space, carpeted well, electricity, 2 outbuildings,
throughout. Phone 753-3312 days corral. $19,000.00 for quick sale.
A21C Earl Redrnon 753-2417 or 436or 753-8096 nights.
5572.
Al6C
TRAILER: TO couple only. See DUPLEX: LARGE- 3 redrawr. TWO BEDROOM house trailer,
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer units, carpet, central heat and air-conditioned, electric heat. 3
Court after 4:00 p.m. No phone air, monthly income $310.00. miles from Murray. Phone 753A14C Phone 753-6202 or 753-3648. A14C 7856 or 758-2563.
calls please.
TWO BEDROOM house with
garage at 1614 Calloway, unfurnished, electric heat. Phone
Al4C
753-4645 after 5:00 p.m.
TRAILERS ON Kentucky Lake,
large lots, air-conditioned. Phone
A18P
436-2427.
NICE FURNISHED apartments
near campus, reasonable and
with bath. Also sleeping rooms
for college boys. Please call, we
may have what you need. Day,
TFC
753-8365, night 753-2891.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
two and three rooms, with
complete kitchen and private
bath for college boys near
A19P
campus. Phone 753-5921
SMALL ONE bedroom trailer,
air-conditioned. Rent $40.00 per
Alir
month.Phone 489-2595.
ROOMS FOR girls. Kitchen
facilities. 1624 Hamilton,Call 753J17C
3402.
ROOM
furnished
THREE
apartments, carpeting, central
1 beat and air conditioning, garbage disposal. Lots of closets.
r Can be seen at Owen's Food
A17C
Market,1407 West Main.

THE LONDONDERRY AIR is full of smoke as a visored
British soldier peers cautiously around a building corner. He is taking no chances on being struck by a rock
like those on the pavement. Northern Ireland rioters
overturned buses, set fires and battled the soldiers.

1% Interest On Nww

HOME LOANS
"Can You Qualify" You may!
Read these requirements:

SPECIAL PRICE on ARC White
Toy Poodle Puppies. Only two left
at $55.00 each. Phone 753Al4C
4469.

By KATHLEEN NEUMEYER
LOS ANGEIP-S (UPI)-Three
quarters of a million students
will drop out of college this
RESIDENCE:
year-many of them, according
land
in
em
own
be
area
or
rural
Must live in rural arse,
to Dr. Albert J. Rosenstein, not
pioyed in rural area.
4 CHAROL1AS COWS with
3
/
because they don't belong in
Applicant & Income Most:
calves and young bulls for sale.
college but because they chose
Phone Calvert Cfty,527(1) Be a citizen 18 years of age or older.
the wrong school to start with.
Al4C
7888.
(2) Not own an adequate home.
Rosenstein, a member of the
(3) Have good credit and character rating.
president's advisory committee
APPROVED SINGER DEALER
CORN FOR freezing, Truckers
(4) Have income to pay living expenses and
on higher education, says
scheduled loan payments and other inFavorite. Also canning tomatoes. Bel Air Shopping Center "There is literally no effort
Al4C
debtedness.
Phone 753-6354.
8-9 Mon.-Sat 1-6 Sun made in the public schooL4
(5) Have income of less than $8,000.00 per
today to help the student select
year. Larger income may qualify if family is
and gain entrance into the
Irish
and
Poodles
Y
TC
ARC
exceptionally large.
proper school for him or her."
Setter Puppies. Phone 753psycholoIf family owns an inadequate home a loan may be made to
Al4C Rosenstein, a child
1862.
bring it up to acceptable standards or family may sell it.
gist, began devoting a !argot,
share of his practice to helping'
HOUSE
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M. youngsters decide on a college
k 1 ) Not exceed 1400 sq. ft. finished living
YARD SALE!!! Saturday, Avery Lumber Co., Puryear., after he discovered that it was
loPliCe unless more than five in family.
August 14, 9:00. Arrowheads, Tenn.
a primary source of anxiety to
(2) One bath only for family of less than five
glassware, guns, 1959 TR3
adolescent patients.
members.
English Sportscar, etc. Will trade LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
"Many high school graduateigi
(3) Not more than three bedrooms if family is
car for anything of value! 753- in Kentucky. No increase in face the first four years ori
Highfive
,
in number.
not more than
prices. Country Boy Stores, the, college life with intensive fears
8159, Mahan Apartments
( 4) No den, T.V., or rumpus room but may
2 mile past 121 Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
1
way M1 North, /
and anxiety. This can bt
include extra space for shop if needed for
bypass on left. Rain or
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. allayed
youngsterf,
if the
living.
earning
shine.
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 receive proper counselling and..
(5) No elaborate, luxurious, expensive,
Aug30C guidance," he said.
p.m.
FLUFFY soft and bright are
doors, windows, built-in cabinets, bars,
Center Set Up
Lustre.
Blue
carpets cleaned with
paneling, etc.
SAINT BERNARD pups, ARC
Three years ago he set up the.
Rent new electric shampooer $1. registered. Easy terms. Call 554) House may not cost more than $16,000.00
est
College Counseling Center of
Western Auto, Home of "The
(does not include cost of lot and water
TFC Encino, Inc., and teen-agers
4786, Paducah,Ky.
Al4C
Wishing Well."
system).
from all over the United States
(7) House must be conventional design.
COPPERTONE MAGIC Chef 30
have been coming to him for
will
Store
Shoe
L1NNVILLE
THE
(8) Must not have double carport or garage.
inch gas range. Moving,
help.
beginning
Sundays
on
closed
be
available immediately. Phone
of them are like Bruce'
SITE REQUIREMENTS:
A14NC August 15, 1971. New store hours; Some
753-5482.
8:304:00, an extremely bright 17-year-o4
Friday
thru
Monday
Where loan funds are involved in site purchase not more than._
whose mother is a su
Saturday 8:30-5:00.
one acre may be purchased. State Health Dept. requires
latest fall shoes are career woman and whose;
The
of
10,000
if
feet
minimum
septic tank installed,,
square_
arriving daily, also Fall Crinkle father, a Hollywood attorney,
other wise these are no set requirements as to size of lot.
patent Boots. Now receiving a Phi Beta Kappa graduate oir
Men's shoes, all famous name Harvard.
For More Information . • .
"This kid was beginning to
brands at Discount Prices.
Call or See
All Ladies Summer Shows have emotional problems beReduced. All Famous Name cause he was afraid he couldn't
his- parente
up to
live
Brand Shoes at Discount
expectations," Rosenstein said;
A17C
Prices.
to
Reduced
1 Table
901 Story Avenue
Bruce had tentatively decided
attend one of the mammoth
to
Office South 9th Street
HOME
MOBILE
12'x65'-197O
$2U Per yd.
carpeted, two campuses of the University
fully
753-6392
deco,
Spanish
Coll
500
After
-753-7850
perbedrooms, two baths, also air- California, but Rosenstein
conditioned. Excellent condition suaded him to go to Pitzer, a
Very reasonable price. Phone highly esteemed small institio
APPROVED SiNCI* DEALER
TFC tion.
753-4456 after 6:00p.m.
"Bruce was immature,
Bel Alr Shopping Center
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back 1964 AUSTIN Healey Sprite
s-9
was physically small
he
753Camp,
Rex
hoe work. Phone
KEEP CARPETS beautifu self-conscious about It,"
Roadster. Completely rebuilt
Sun
1-6
Mon.-Sat
8-9
Sept.2C engine and brake system. Needs
5933.
despite footsteps of a bus) stein said. "He was bright 2
1
Buy Blue Lustre. Rent
work, $350.00. Phone
family.
body
minor
one
been able to
bridles:
have
would
he
MULE
GOOD
WILL INSTALL septic tanks and
TWO
Big
Al4C
electric shampooer $1.00 at
753-4076.
full-blooded, 7 to 8 month old
Haul Gravel. Phone Emenne
Al4C make the grades at the
K.
for
lift
hydraulic
University of California, but he
Murray,
new
Co.,
boxer;
Construction
pick-up,
ton
to
T
mack., 1967 CHEVROLE
been used. Call PENTA
would have just been one of
never
disc,
Kentucky,753-8986.
lumwheel
TREATED
long
A-1. 26,000 miles, Fleetsicie,
A16P
kids. He needed a small
30,000
489-2330.
terand
rot
to
ber Resistant
A13P
FURNITURE REFINISHING. wide bed.Phone 753-7996.
and school where people would say)
docks
boat
for
Ideal
mites.
All work guaranteed. Free picksmart dude,'
DODGE. Excellent con- BRIDGESTONE 1969 dual 175 any weather exposed uses. 'There goes that
up and delivery. Free estimate. 1957
he could stand
where
place
and
license
1971
Maple
Co..
753Lumber
motorcycle,
Phone
Murray
$65.00.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry dition.
Al4C inspection sticker. Excellent Street, Murray,Kentucky. 1TC out."
Aug7AC 6602.
McCoy,753-3045.
Has to be Fun
condition, $325.00. If interested
and NEW HEAVY duty cutters with "College has to be the humeag
4:00
between
wagon.
753-5664
STATION
phone
DATSUN
PROFESSIONAL, EX- 1967
A14C heavy duty gear box, stump four years of your Life, and if it
5:00
5:00p.m.
PERIENCED painter, will work Phone 753-8210 after
14C
A
jumper and solid tail wheel. Will isn't, it's a waste of time,"
p.m.
basis,
hourly
on
contract jobs,
cut up to four inch bush. Five foot Rosenstein said.
has own equipment. Call 489Before advising a student to
Phone
pick-up.
CAMINO
EL
pick. .p, $335.00. Also four and
1967
Sept.7C
7287.
A 14P
five foot pull type models. On apply to a particular college'
753-8268 after 5:00 p.m.
Rosenstein evaluates their pros
and two row new and used
WILL DO trash hauling, 1964 VOLKSWAGEN BUS, new
cultivators. Vinson Tracto bable success.
point
reasonable rates. Phone 753ITC "Each school has a profile of
in good condition . with
Company,7534892.
A21C overhaul,
6130.
what it wants," he explained..
refrigerator and stove. Phone
The goal, Rosenstein feels, ia
A 14C
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
tractor tires not, to try to get a student iota
used
AND
NEW
WANTED TO RENT
Tractor flats repaired. Speed) the most prestigious schoo/
1965 CHEVELLE,4 door sedan, 6
Vinson Tractor Co. possible, but to enroll him at a
clean,
Extra
service.
automatic.
cylinder,
unfurnished
WANT TO RENT
ITC campus where he will fit in
A14C
733-4892.
753-6346.
Phone
753Phone
$525.00.
PURPLE HULL 'Peas, $2.00
two bedroom house. Phone
comfortably, and where he will
.A14C
bushel, pick your own. $3.00
5058.
be rewarded by enough success
....1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere 6 picked and delivered. Herbert
that he will want to stay in
cylinder, automatic. Very good Underwood. Phone 490-8510. A16P
school.
in
Motor
out.
condition inside and
WANT TO RENT two or three good condition also. Good THREE PIECE antique white
or
apartment
or
bedroom home
economy car, $400.00. Phone 753- bedroom suite. Chair and coffee
A13P
trailer. Call 753-4910
A 16C table. Female Pekingese dog.
6069.
Phone 753-2767 after 4:30
Al6P
1964 FORD GALAXIE 500, one p.m.
POLAROID AUTOMATIC 103
Land Camera with flash in case.
Used three times. $50.00. Phone
A14C
753-8256.

RESTRICTIONS:

GENE STEELY

SPECIAL
SELECTION
or
POLYESTER KNITS

Murray Sewing

owner. See at 1404 Poplar after
Al7C 1970-175 HONDA, 1,800 miles. LADIES APPLICATIONS being
5:00p.m.
Will sell for $450.00. Phone 435- accepted now. Fine opportunit
Al6C for full or part time work. Con
4301.
tact Mr. Ralph Rowe, August 17
10:00-2:00 p.m. at the Mid
Towner Motel. No phone
calls.

TV Towers

-

WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
good condition. Phone 753-6030
TFNC
after 5:00p.m.

;
A WAIF "Rm.
Force Lt. Susanne -M. Ocobock (above) is the first
WAF to be assigned as a
",military civil engineer. Lt
Ocobock. 24. a Midfigander. is a 1070 graduate of
the Ullivibilx Of iftettigan
en as gned as
• and has
an industrinl
to Kelly Air Fojve Base.
San AntnnlnjTex.

Nun a

1<cottick.) 42071

H&R BLOCK
(Set address and phone here)
flee mernitan *PA vow
Seml
Imam Tim Course

6

and

TV Antennas
Wholesale Prices

TV Service Center

'HOMEWORKERS
WANTED:
part-time,full-time work at home
mailing our circulars. For details
rush 411-addressed, stamped
linveloP and 35c to US Enterprises, P.O Box 813-A7,
Mayfield,Kentucky 42066 TFC

Central Shopping
('enter
and
logs
BUY,
11T
TO
r%
753-5665
for
standing timber. Also have
tf
sale lumber and saisAlltii Itr
POODLE PUPPIES, gorgeous
Murray Saw Mill and
ball of fluff. Champion
black
TFC
Co. Natone 753-4147.
background. Sired by a 9 inch
LOST: GERMAN Shepherd, Silver. Fully weaned, dewornied.
official figures
female, answers to name of AKC registered. Male or female. Spurred -16-y
Christy. Lost on South side of Phone 753-6379.
ANC showing between 50,000 and
Al6C
60,000 Danes were injured in
town. Phone 753-7971.
accidents while at work in
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1967 SCHEVELLE, 120341101We 1970, Danish television has in.
PARTIALLY WOODED lot,
trailer with air-conditioner and trodueed a series of safety
105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
films to be shoiin at peak
other extras. Phone 753Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
Viewing hours.

Poplar St , Murray. 75)
will send you
free information
on how you can

EARN BIG
MONEY IN
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION
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Reds Slam Chicago 8-2 Last
Night; Nats Blank California

Clear Skies, Warm
Temperatures Cover
Most Of U.S. Today

King Curtis
Stabbed To
Death Friday

Viets Hit
Defense Lines On
Demilitarized Zone

Hospital Report 'North
119

ADULTS
11
NURSERY
AUGUST 11, 1971

By United Press laterustind
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Clear skies and warm tambeat
Giants
the
By JOE CARNICELLI
just Vida Blue that everyone is runs each as
3eratures dominated most of
Mrs. Margie Lou Nanney and
UPI Sports Writer
talking about. It would be Vida the Mets to remain four games
nation today although
:he
baby
boy, Mrs. Carolyn Murdock
the
in
Angeles
YORK
(UPI)—WorldLos
of
About 12,000 men make up
NEW
ahead
Gullett."
to
Luck, according
Johnny Blue and Don
By KIM WILLENSON
cloudbursts dumped fresh rain
wned jazz saxophonist King Manning and baby boy.
four regiments. The size of the
Bench, is the only thing Rose made a determined Western Division race.
Viet(UPI)—North
SAIGON
on south central Texas in the
DISMISSALS
triple the
was stabbed to death in
separating Oakland's Vida Blue effort to save the no-hitter, but Willie Mays had a single,
namese gunners poured more force was nearly
third day of serious flooding.
of
number
altercation with a stranger
the
of
estimates
and Cincinnati's Don Gullett in the ball was just too far away. double and triple in, three at650 rounds of heavy
Three persons were believed
Charles Thomas Vance, Route than
a
New York's Wee Side
the superstar category.
"I waited as long as I could bats, drove in one run, scored drowned, and the bodies of two
the defense line Communists in the area
along
artillery
2, Hazel, Miss Linda Lou Lithad
there
indicating
ago,
•
month
_
_
Gullett pitched 7 1-3 innings before I dove for the ball," two and stole a base. Gaylord
idaY'
Zone
Demilitarized
persons were found in cars Police said King Curtis, a tlejohn, Route 6, Benton, Mrs. of the
been substantial infiltration
of no-hit ball Friday night, but Rose explained. "If I had taken Perry scattered four hits to
washed off highways. Hundreds usician and singer with a Carolyn Fay McClure, 318 North (DMZ) and launched concenvictory.
12th
his
have
gain
North Vietnam and Laos.
from
his luck ran out 83 ail#0 James one more step, I would
against
attacks
ground
trated
of persons fled Kerrville,
iber of albums currently on 7th Street, Larry Dale Herndon, one of the firebases on the line The U.S. command said
slammed an opposite field skidded into the wall. As it was, Tom Haller doubled in one
K'Hanis and Hondo, Tex., when
American B52s dropped more
e market, was pronounced Route 5, Mrs. Farria Fay Albin,
double in the eighth. Gullett the heel of my glove was run and Don Sutton drove him
floodwaters inundated their :lead on arrival at Roosevelt Route 7, Mayfield, Rickie Hays in what was shaping up as a
the
as
choice
fielder's
a
with
across
in
skidded
I
a
was removed for
pinch-hitter scuffed when
than half a million pounds of
offensive
general
Communist
Hospital about midnight. He Davis, Route 4, Bardwell, Mrs.
in the bottom of the inning but the gravel out there. A right- Dodgers beat the Expos. Willie homes.
bombs during three missions
The body of Robert A. was stabbed in the heart, police Joyce Yarbo Thee, Route 1, today.
on
gained credit for his_
handed hitter isn't supposed to Crawford opened the fifth
U.S. spokesmen said seven Friday night and today
Houston, was found
Urbana, Illinois, Mrs. Jane
Vietnamese massing a
said.
victory against four defeats- as hit a ball where that one inning with an infield hit, took Childress,
North
Air101st
the
of
Americans
in
second on a sacrifice and five miles south of Utopia
Curtis, 36, whose real name is Edwards, Route 8, Benton, Mrs. borne Division were killed mile south of the DMZ's central
the Reds held on for an 8-2
County. A companion in
Ousley, was checking an Nancy June Fandrich and baby Thursday when their UH1 Huey sector and on storage sites and
victory over the Chicago Cubs. Gullekt seemed unperturbed scored on Haller's double. Uvalde
car, William S. Beal, was
Gullett had just walked Paul about losing the no-hit bid. "I Haller moved to third on Bobby the
sir (.onditioning unit in a West boy, 1115 Circarama, Mrs. Betty helicopter was shot down a bunkers in jungled mountains
and feared drowned.
Popovich in the eighth when can't second guess myself on Valentine's single and scored as missing
.zie building he owns and Sue Atkins and baby boy, 400
the Laotian border just
motorist drowned merged from the building to South 6th, Autry Farmer, 1307 mile and a half south of the near
Another
force
a
into
grounded
James lifted a high fly which the pitch to James. It was right Sutton
of the buffer strip.
south
"visual
a
DMZ while on
Thursday when trapped by
hit just inside the right field where I wanted it," he said. "I out.
find two men arguing on the Wells Blvd., Willie Franklin reconnaissance mission."
The raids were regarded as
San
of
Geronimo
Glover, Route 1, Hardin, Henry
foul line, ibarely eluding the really wanted the no-hitter but Sutton allowed only six hits in floodwaters
front stoop, police said.
There was no explanation part of a campaign to relieve
in Medina County.
asked them to move on, a Burnett Oglesby (Expired), 1604 why so many men were aboard pressure on the Allied outposts
outstreasited glove of Pete I figure I'll have a lot more winning his third consecutive Creek
He
game and 12th of the season. Severe thunderstorm activity fight developed and Curtis was Calloway.
Rose.
chances."
the craft since such missions making up the DMZ line.
included high
"Don had great stuff all night Elsewhere in the National Jerry Reuss stopped Pit- in Wisconsin
stabbed once.
American spokesmen said
normally are performed by
and I wanted it so bad for League, San Francisco ripped tsburgh on four hits and Joe winds.
A man later identified as RED WINGS SIGN 2
were no U.S. infantry
there
observation
or
planes
light
was heavily damaged
him," said Bench, the Reds' New York 7-3, Los Angeles Torre singled in his 94th run of A house
John Montanez, 26, of New
(UPI) —The De- helicopters with one or two men units in the DMZ area although
DETROIT
five
at
Marathon,
night
Friday
star catcher. "He never said blanked Montreal 2-0, St. Louis the season as the Cardinals
York, fled the scene and was troit Red Wings Friday bought aboard.
artillery units assigned to the
and a hanger were
anything. He never complains. shut out Pittsburgh 2-0, Houston beat the first-place Pirates to airplanes
"eked up a few blocks away by to 19 the number of signees South Vietnameee spokesman U.S. 24th Corps, covering the
Atlanta 8-2 and move within six games of the damaged at the Amery Airport, passersby and taken to Roose- when goaltender Joe Daley and Col. La Van Hien said 29 northern provinces of Vietnam,
trounced
He's just one heckuva
and a mobile home nearby was
"No one could have made a Philadelphia downed San Diego Eastern Division lead.
velt Hospital. He was treated defenseman Ron Harris signed Communists were killed and are stationed at several of the
overturned. No injuries were
first
Cards'
the
scored
Torre
ball
catch
the
effort
to
5-2.
better
for two stab wounds in the contracts for the 1971-72 season. government troops lost four firebases, including Alpha 4.
In American: League play, run in the second when he reported.
than Pete did. With Don's stuff
chest and one each in the right
dead and six wounded in ground
Merrill, Wis.,
and alittle luck, it wouldn't be Washington blanked California walked, advanced on a single High winds at
hand and arm. His condition
probes against the position of a
transmitting
300-foot
a
4-0, Kansas City drubbed and came in on Gene Alley's toppled
poor."
to
"fair
as
was listed
Marine battalion about two
2.C.C2•004:00•04=4:7•00/0•0•C Boston 5-1, Oakland topped New error. Ted Sizemore singled in tower at a radio station.
Roosevelt spokesmen reportmiles north of firebase Sarge.
York 5-2, Milwaukee ripped the third, advanced on an infield A tornado was seen at Edgar. ed Montanez's condition to the
From Tito
He said the artillery attacks,
71
to
up
gusted
Winds
Wis.
Cleveland 9-1, Baltimore clob- out and scored on Torre's single.
police, who came by with a
begun Wednesday, involved
miles an hour in the central
bered Chicago 12-1 and Minnewitness who identified him as
60mm and 80mm mortars and
Cesar Cedeno backed Donk- part of the state. Funnel cloud: Curtis' assailant. He was
acammomomc-c-ocommc sota edged Detroit 4-3.
were
122mm rockets and
Milwauke:
over
sighted
were
Rose had four hits and scored Wilson's five-hit pitching with a
charged with murder.
Major League Standings directed against bases from
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
Du Lac.
Fond
and
Foster
singles
after
George
homer
and
runs
three-run
three
the
Curtis was known for
By United Press International Alpha 1 on the seacoast a mile
—Senate Decio
WASHINGTON
thundershowers
Scattered
Morgan.
the
for
Joe
homer
and
by Jim Wynn
hit a three-rum
distinctive sound displayed with
American League
south of the DMZ to Sarge 10 mocratic Whip Robert C. Byrd,
curred from Arizona and
two-run
Popovich
a
hit
and
James
Johnson
Reds.
Deron
recordHe
saxaphone.
tenor
East
his
miles south of the DMZ and 25 of West Virginia, commenting
Texas to westerr
W. L Pet GB scored Chicago's two runs on homer to help Rick Wise gain central
ed for Atlantic Records and his
miles inland.
tc
up
gusted
Winds
of the switch to the Democratic
Nebraska.
and
victory
error.
Concepcion's
straight
Dave
his third
71 42 .628
last release was entitled "King
Baltimore
Military sources said some party of New York City Mayor
FlagStaff.
hour
at
an
miles
50
Phils
Dietz
the
Dick
as
Kingman,
season
Dave
the
of
12th
Fillmore
at
9
the
64
.547
53
Live
Curtis
Detroit
American artillerymen were John V. Lindsay:
Ariz., Chadron, Neb., and
64 54 .542 9/
2 and Al Gallagher drove in two topped San Diego.
1
West."
Boston
wounded at Firebase Alpha 4, "We should be leery of
Texas.
Laredo,
60 59 .504 14
His group, King Curtis arid
New York
the former US. Marine Base opportunists who join us not so
Ontario,
at
set
record
was
A
ff
48 69 .41025
Washington
the Kingpins, had a number of
called Con Thien. The South much for what they can do for
Ore., Friday when tempera2
Curtis received his
/
48 70 .407 251
Cleveland
Vietnamese reported "light" the party but for what the
100 degrees oc- best-sellers.
above
tures
West
start in recording by playing
casualties at several bases.
consecutive
25th
the
party can do for them."
curred
W. L Pet. GB
backup instrumentals to accomHien refused to label the
day.
during
groups
76 42 .644
rock
Oakland
many
pany
North Vietnamese attacks a
DALLAS —Sen. Hubert H.
61 55 .526 14
Kansas City
the 19504, among the most
general offensive for the second Humphrey, in a speech before
55 63 .466 21
Chicago
notable being the Coasters.
time since the fighting erupted the Texas state AFL-CIO:
55 65 .458 fl
California
the "The administration is still
Wednesday, but said
(Continued from Page 1)
52 64 .448 23
Minnesota
Communist strength was esti- applying quack remedies to our
49 67 .422 26
Milwaukee
mated at four regiments, economy. It is prescribing
remaining two Apollo. lunar
Friday's Results
Including one specializing in simultaneous doses of 'uppers'
landing work schedules might
Kansas City 5 Boston 1
heavy weapons.
be altered to allow more rest
and 'downers' —persistent inflaWashington 4 California 0
"We think a real offensive tion and high unemployment for
periods and lighten the load on
Oakland 5 New York 2
By United Press International
must include coordinated shell- the first time in the history of
the crewmen„.
Baltimore 12 Chicago 1
Leading Batters
ing and ground attacks, and so our nation."
The other area of questions,
Milwaukee 9 Cleveland 1
Natimal League
far there have been no major
be said, relates to Irwin's
Minnesota 4 Detroit 3
G. AB. R. H. Pet
ground attacks in that area"
Attorney
unexplained trouble adapting to
WASHINGTON
Today's Prebable Pitchers
120 465 69 165 355
since the fighting renewed General John N. Mitchell, in a
space and the difficulties all Torre,St.L
354
443
157
72
Oakland (Hunter 14-10) at
110
Wednesday, Hien said.
three men had after their Bck, Chi
statement ruling out any
New York (Kline 8-10).
115 467 77 154 330
from America's second Garr, AU
return
Justice Department prosecuROAD
THE
OF
END
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 4-1)
105 409 47 134 328
longest spaceflight. The only Segiln, Pit
CHIPPENHAM, England tions of Ohio National Guards323
153
92
474
at Boston (Peters 114).
116
Module
Lunar
APOLLO IS
longer one from which doctors Brock, St.L
(UPI)—William Slade surren- men in the KOnt State
Baltimore (Cuellar 14-5) at
102 406 62 131 323 pilot James B. Irwin (left)
predict how space station Clnuit, Ptt
can
to police voluntarily University killings:
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